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Finanial Data Mining with Geneti Programming:a Survey and Look Forward 1Niolas NAVETLORIA-INRIACampus Sienti�que B.P. 236Vandoeuvre 54506, FraneE-mail: nnavet�loria.frShu-Heng CHENAI-ECON Researh Center, NCCUNational Chenghi UniversityTaipei 11623, TaiwanE-mail: hhen�nu.edu.twABSTRACTGeneti Programming (GP) is an appealing mahine-learning tehnique for takling �nanialengineering problems: it belongs to the family of evolutionary algorithms that have proven to be re-markably suessful at handling omplex optimization problems, and possesses the unique feature ofproduing solutions under a symboli form that an be understood and analyzed by humans. Over thelast deade, GP has been applied to generate �nanial trading strategies, foreast stoks and optionspries, or grasp some insight into the dynamis of the markets and the behavior of the agents. In thispaper, we �rst provide a brief survey of the existing studies, then highlight �elds of investigations that,we believe, should lead to enhane the appliability and e�ieny of GP in the �nanial domain.1 Relevane of GP for reating trading strategiesGeneti programming (GP) applies the idea of biologial evolution to a soiety of omputer programs.Spei�ally, in �nanial trading, eah omputer program represents a trading system - a deision rule- whih when applied to the market provides trading reommendations. The soiety of omputerprograms evolves over the ourse of the suessive generations until a termination riterion is ful�lled,usually a maximum number of generations or some property of the best individuals (e.g., stagnationfor a ertain number of generations, a minimum performane threshold is reahed). Classial genetioperators, namely mutation, rossover and reprodution, are applied at eah generation to a subset ofindividuals and the seletion among the programs is biased towards the individuals that onstitute thebest solutions to the problem at hand.In the 80s, eonomists began to be interested in the idea of evolving populations of deision rules2beause of the lose similarity with the eonomi agents who are onstantly revising - adapting -their own deision rules as they gain experiene and as their environment undergo hanges. Sinethen, evolutionary models have proved to be a powerful toolkit for modeling and understanding thebehavior of soieties of �imperfetly smart agents exploring their way into an essentially in�nite spaeof possibilities� (in the words of J. Holland, see (Wal92)). In line with what has just been said, it islear that evolutionary tehniques, suh as Geneti Algorithms and Geneti Programming, are relevant1This paper will be presented at the 56th Session of the International Statistial Institute (ISI 2007), Lisboa, August22-29, 2007. Contat author: Niolas Navet.2John Holland's work on Geneti Algorithm ertainly had a great in�uene, see (Che01) for a review of evolutionaryeonomis.



Figure 1: Example of a simple trading rule obtained by GP (NYSE Citigroup In. EOD time series -same experimental setup as in (NC07)). It an be notied that the ABS primitive (i.e. absolute value)is extraneous here (an �intron� in GP terminology), however it may �nd its usefulness in desendantsof this individual.to serve as devies to generate �nanial trading rules, and indeed GP in partiular has been alreadyquite often used for that purpose3. A simple example of a typial trading rule is given in Figure 1.The distinguishing trait of GP with regard to almost any other mahine-learning tool is that GP doesnot assume a prede�ned size and shape for the deision rules: the funtional form, along with the valueof the parameters, is indued from the training data and the objetive funtion. This is a hane butalso a hallenge sine the searh spae is of very high dimension, and a ruial question is thus how todesign the GP so that the searh is likely to be direted towards good solutions. This will be at theheart of the researh diretions highlighted in Setion 3.2 Finanial knowledge disovery with GPProminent examples of GP used to disover knowledge an be found in the work of John Koza who,for instane, employed GP to redisover some basi physial laws from experimental data, in partiularKepler's third law (Koz92). In that experiment, GP not only manages to redisover Kepler's third lawbut, along the evolution proess, it also redisovered an earlier onjeture. GP was thus demonstratedas a tool that is helpful to disover knowledge.However, eonomis in general, and �nane in partiular, does not obey time-unvariant deterministilaws, suh as Kepler's laws of planetary motions, and the disovery of the rules as well as the inter-pretation of the results an be expeted to be more involved. Indeed, in the �nanial literature, thereare few lear-ut positive outomes as the aforementioned Koza's result. A more thorough review ofthe appliations of GP to knowledge disovery is given in (CK03a), we should mention here only afew results. In partiular (NW99) where, by examining the struture of the trading rules, the authorshighlight that the interest di�erential is the most important input to the trading rules in the foreignexhange markets. In (CY96), the authors apply geneti programming to redisover the e�ient mar-ket hypothesis (EMH), then, in (CY97), they provide an expliit measure of preditability expressedin terms of searh intensity that provides an alternative formulation of the EMH.The list given here is learly not exhaustive but the results in the literature are indeed sare, and thisan not be explained alone by the di�ulty of the task, but mainly beause GP has raised muh moreinterests as a tool to generate pro�table trading strategies than as a tool to disover knowledge. Inatual fat, the results of applying GP for market-timing deisions are typially not very onvining,3The reader may for instane refer to (CKH07, NWD97) for GP applied to trading in foreign exhange markets,(AK99, CKH07, PSV04) in stok markets, (Wan00) in future markets and (Keb99, CYL98) for GP used for priingoptions.



and other tehniques may possibly be better suited in that regard. However, as pointed out in (Kei02),GP has a major interest in sienti� disovery, whih is �its ability to generate a large number ofdi�erent, yet meaningful hypotheses in a very short amount of time� and propose solutions �that arenon-intuitive and sometimes provoative�. In our view, GP has not been yet used at the fullest of itspotential in knowledge disovery in the �nanial domain and one should expet many more appliationsof GP in this line of researh. For instane, we believe that GP ould be suessfully used to get insightinto the pratie of investors, in the line of (WCFW98), to study the hanging harateristis of themarkets (LPJ+06), or the spei� e�ets of some regulations rules as the �uptik rule�.3 Improvements ahead of usGP has been applied to the �nanial domain for the last ten years but it turns out that the number ofstudies published is still rather limited4 and many questions are left unanswered. In this setion, weidentify several lines of researh, inspired from what has been done in other mahine learning �elds oraimed at better addressing the spei�ities of the �nanial domain, whih, we believe, may improvethe e�ieny of GP as a tool to �nd trading strategies.3.1 Seleting the right instrumentsWhen GP is applied to the �nanial domain, there are two main reasons why it may be unsuessfulat produing good results: either the design of GP is wrong (e.g., bad hoies for the set of terminals,insu�ient searh intensity), or there might be no way to take advantage of the training set to omeup with good solutions, simply beause the market is e�ient. This latter problem ould be over-ome by seleting instruments whose prie time series are evidened to embed temporal dependenies,and are thus, to some extent, potentially preditable. Numerous metris5, emerging from the �eldsof information theory, the study of dynamial systems and algorithmi omplexity or statistis, havebeen devised to quantify the preditability of a system observed by the data it produes. One anmention the Lyapunov exponent, whih is a measure of the rate of divergene of nearby trajetoriesand thus an indiation of the short-term preditability, the entropy rate whih measures the uner-tainty that remains in the next information produed given omplete knowledge of its past or theGrassberger-Cruth�eld-Young statistial omplexity whih informs us of the amount of informationwhih is relevant to the system's dynami.The orrelation between the preditability of a time series and the pro�tability of GP indued rules,and more generally of any trading strategies, is an intriguing and still open question, whose answeronstitutes, in our view, a major step towards e�ient market timing deision tools. A �rst step inthat diretion is proposed in (NC07) where an estimate of the entropy rate is used to evaluate thepreditability of the prie time series of the stoks omposing the NYSE US 100 index. As the left-hand distribution in Figure 2 shows, the prie time series of NYSE U.S. 100 stoks do not all have equalentropies. Furthermore, surrogate testing with shu�ed time series (the orresponding distribution ofthe entropy rate is shown in the right-hand graphi of Figure 2), suggests to us that there are temporaldependenies in the time series.However, if a preditability test tells us about the existene of temporal patterns, it does not givefurther information on how easy or di�ult it is to disover the patterns. In addition, as the abundantliterature on the subjet suggests, preditability may have a multi-dimensional desription, and a single4At the time of writing, the Geneti Programming Bibliography, loated at url http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/Ai/geneti.programming.html returns 67 douments with a searh on the keyword ��nane�, out ofmore than 5500 referenes in the database.5The reader interested in preditability measures an refer to (BCFV02) and (Sha06) for omprehensive surveys.
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Figure 2: Distribution of entropy rates of the prie time series of the NYSE US 100 stoks (left-handgraphis) and shu�ed prie time series (right-hand graphis - 1000 shu�ed time series for eah stok).The time series are proessed so that the data points are the log ratios between onseutive daily losingpries: rt = ln(pt/pt−1) and points are then further disretized into 8 distint states (the maximumtheoretial entropy is 3). Log x-axis ranges from 2.65 to 2.85 on both graphis.measure of preditability may not be enough to apture all of its attributes, that is why further studiesabout the relation between preditability and pro�tability should probably not rest upon only a singlepreditability measure.3.2 Rigorous assessment of the GP outomesMost studies on GP selet a risk-free investment (e.g., treasury bills) or, most often, the buy-and-holdstrategy as the benhmark to whih the GP's outomes are ompared. As highlighted in (CKH07),the onlusion that �GP performs better than buy-and-hold in a bearish market and worse in a bullishmarket� is very often found in the literature. However, nothing di�erent an be expeted sine buy-and-hold is the worst possible strategy in a steadily dereasing market and the best possible strategyin a steadily inreasing market. This shows the limits of hoosing buy-and-hold as a benhmark,espeially in trendy markets.Typially, one observes in the literature that the result of applying GP for market-timing deisionsis not very onvining, but the investigators always suggest the possibility of further improvementswithout really onvining that there is something to learn from past data (i.e. that market is notfully e�ient) and that GP is suitable for this task. In (CN06), the problem is addressed by proposinga series of pretests aimed at giving more lear-ut answers as to whether GP an be e�etive withthe training data at hand. Preisely, pretesting allows to distinguish between a failure due to themarket being e�ient or due to GP being ine�ient. The basi idea is to ompare, using statistialtests, the outomes of GP with the outomes of several variants of random searhes (�zero-intelligenestrategies�) and random trading behaviors (�lottery trading�) having well-de�ned harateristis. Inpartiular, if the outomes of the pretests reveal no statistial evidene that GP possesses a preditiveability superior to a random searh or a random trading behavior, then this suggests that there is nopoint in investing further resoures in GP.The study published in (CN06) is a �rst step towards establishing well-de�ned statistial tehniquesfor analyzing the GP outomes. More broadly, sound experimental researh methodologies in the veinof (BB03) are needed to improve the assessment, the understanding and the omparability of GP-based



studies.3.3 Reduing variability of the resultsEveryone having done experiments with GP has notied that the outomes of GP are very variablefrom run to run. In our experiene, this is something that happens, in a more or less aute manner,whatever the problem at hand (see for instane the experiments on various problems in (GSPT06)).The high variability of the results onstitutes a severe hindrane to the use of GP, espeially in the�nanial domain where ontrolling the risk is of primary importane. Improvements in the diretion ofmore preditable results are ruially needed and, although to our best knowledge no general solutionis known yet, several tehniques an be envisaged to alleviate this problem.A �rst plausible explanation is that variability might simply be aused by an insu�ient searh in-tensity. Usually the GP population is made of a few hundred individuals evolving during at most
100 generations; given the huge searh spae, this might be insu�ient, as some results publishedin (CK03b) suggest. Inreasing the population size, the number of generations, and having possiblyseveral populations that evolve in parallel (Island model) may lead to improvements.The usefulness of validation6, whih has been widely used in the �nanial domain as a devie to�ght over�tting (NWD97, AK99), is still an open question. Some studies shows that validation isbene�ial in terms of average performane (CKH07), others demonstrate that it helps to redue thevariability (GSPT06), while (CK03b) wonders whether validation is really needed sine GP would tendto su�er more from under�tting than over�tting. In the �nanial domain, something that has to betaken into aount is that market harateristis are evolving over time, more or less quikly. It anfor instane happen that the strategies reated on the training interval might not be suited anymorewhen used out-of-sample, and the existene of a validation period an aggravate the problem. On theother hand, one may imagine that in more stable markets validation an be helpful. The question ofthe usefulness of the validation ould be revisited in the light of these observations.3.4 Re-thinking the data-division shemeThere are numerous evidenes in the literature (see for instane (CKH07) and (NC07)) that GP is mostgenerally not e�ient when the training interval exhibits a time series pattern whih is signi�antlydi�erent from the out-of-sample period (e.g., �bull� versus �bear�, �sideways� versus �bull�, et). Thisis not surprising per se sine GP is a learning algorithm and it annot be expeted to ome upwith strategies that are pro�table in market onditions that are substantially di�erent from the onesexperiened during the training period. The way data are divided, and the re-learning sheme, arethus ruial settings of the GP experimental design, and ertainly deserves further studies.A solution, already widely explored in onjuntion with other learning tehniques (Lan99), is to re-learn from updated training data if the urrent performane level is below a given threshold. In the�nanial domain, a natural hoie for the performane metri would be the equity urve: if the urrentequity diverges too muh from an expeted equity urve, then a re-learning mehanism would beautomatially triggered7. The abundant literature on ative-learning and inremental-learning shouldprovide us with a good starting point or how to design the mehanisms.6Validation means that the best rules indued on the training interval are further seleted on unseen data, i.e., thevalidation period. The best individual on the validation period is then applied on the testing period.7This is what is alled �trading the equity urve�.



3.5 Preproessing the data: still an open issueData preproessing serves the purpose of �smoothing� the raw data and removing what is not essentialbefore the mahine learning algorithm is applied. It is widely aepted that preproessing is usuallybene�ial and, indeed, most studies using GP lassially transform the original time series by dividingeah day's prie by a 250-day moving average ( (NWD97,AK99,CKH07)). This way of preproessingthe data is shown to have positive e�ets in (CKH07) but the general problem of how to best preproessthe data is wide open.Intuitively, the preproessing should depend on the market harateristis. In partiular, if the marketis volatile, one would tend to think that the in�uene from the past should be limited, whih means,for instane, a moving average having a small length. Besides moving averages, there are many othertransforms that ould be meaningful: log ratio between onseutive values, FFT, wavelets, et. whihone to selet and how to de�ne the parameter values is something that has not been investigated yet.3.6 Re-thinking �tness funtionsIn (LP02), Langdon and Poli experimentally show that, on some problems, GP is only marginallybetter than plain random searh, and they analyze the underlying reasons. One of the explanationslies in the shape of the �tness landsapes of these problems: they possess harateristis renderingtheir exploration di�ult for GP. Langdon and Poli suggest that one way to alleviate the problem isto re-de�ne the objetive - the �tness funtion - so as to possibly obtain a more �GP-friendly� �tnesslandsape.Typially, for �nanial trading, the performane metri that is used is the rate of return. This maynot be the best hoie. On the one hand, it might lead to a di�ult �tness landsape for GP, and,on the other hand, risk-adjusted metris ould be better sine a few luky trades alone an produean outstanding rate of returns. The latter problem is partiularly aute sine the trading frequenyof GP-indued rules is typially quite low (e.g., in (CKH07), the trading frequeny ranges from 1 to 9round-trip transations every two years).Another devie that may prove to be e�etive is the use of sensitivity adjusted �tness funtions8:that is, adjusting the �tness of an individual depending on where the individual is loated in the�tness landsape. If an individual is on a peak (i.e. very similar individuals an possess very di�erent�tnesses), its �tness is arti�ially redued (for instane, by averaging with the �tness of its neighbors)beause there is a good hane that the solution is the result of over�tting the training data and will notbe robust when used out-of-sample. With sensitivity adjusted �tness, individuals loated on plateausof the �tness landsape are seleted preferentially.3.7 Embedding more domain spei� knowledgeAs illustrated by the experiments in (GS04) and (Nav06), the hoie of the funtion set used in GPhas a large in�uene on the quality of the outomes. Several problems may arise. If unneessaryfuntions are inluded, then the size of the searh spae inreases uselessly and omputing power iswasted, leading to results of lower quality (CKS02). On the other hand, if neessary funtions are notavailable then muh omputing power is onsumed to reate the missing primitives from existing ones,and there are ases where this task may simply be out of reah of GP9. In addition, in the proess of8Sensitivity adjusted �tness is already implemented in the IO optimizer (Ton07), whih is a software for optimizingthe parameters of trading strategies.9Let us onsider the ase of sin(x), if no other trigonometri funtions are available, sin(x) an be approximated byits Taylor series sin(x) = x −
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reating higher-level primitives, the well doumented �ode bloat� phenomenon introdues redundantor noisy elements, whih may further slow down the evolution proess.Unfortunately, there are no guidelines on how to best selet the primitive sets for GP for the problemat hand. However, as the historial development of omputational intelligene onsistently teahes us,ahieving high levels of performane neessitates extensive domain-spei� knowledge (Fei03). This isa route that has not been taken yet by existing works, the funtions used are very primitive10 andfar away from what traders or quantitative analysts employ. In our view, embedding more domainspei� knowledge is a very promising and neessary line of investigation. For instane, the terminalset ould be enrihed with the volume time series, values of some indexes, the bid/ask spread, whilethe funtion set ould be omplemented with tehnial analysis funtions, measures of ross-orrelationbetween instruments, time series preditability estimates, et. Of ourse, this would lead to a largersearh spae and extensive experiments will be needed to �gure out whih funtions and terminals arereally bene�ial and whih ones are �extraneous�.Referenes[AK99℄ F. Allen and R. Karjalainen. Using geneti algorithms to �nd tehnial trading rules. Journal ofFinanial Eonomis, 51:245�271, 1999.[BB03℄ T. Bartz-Beielstein. Experimental analysis of evolution strategies: Overview and omprehensiveintrodution. Tehnial Report Reihe CI 157/03, SFB 531, Universität Dortmund, Dortmund,Germany, 2003.[BCFV02℄ G. Bo�etta, M. Cenini, M. Falioni, and A. Vulpiani. Preditability: a way to haraterizeomplexity. Physis Reports, 356:367, 2002.[Che01℄ S.-H. Chen. Evolutionary Controversy in Eonomis Towards a New Method in Preferene ofTrans-disipline, hapter On the Relevane of Geneti Programming to Evolutionary Eonomis.Springer Verlag Tokyo, 2001. ISBN:4-431-70303-9.[CK03a℄ S.-H. Chen and T.-W. Kuo. Disovering hidden patterns with geneti programming. In S.-H. Chenand P. P. Wang, editors, Computational Intelligene in Eonomis and Finane. Springer-Verlag,2003.[CK03b℄ S.-H. Chen and T.-Z. Kuo. Over�tting or poor learning: A ritique of urrent �nanial appliationsof GP. In C. Ryan, T. Soule, M. Keijzer, E. Tsang, R. Poli, and E. Costa, editors, Proeedings ofthe Sixth European Conferene on Geneti Programming (EuroGP-2003), volume 2610 of LNCS,pages 34�46, Essex, 14-16 April 2003. Springer-Verlag.[CKH07℄ S.-H. Chen, T.-W. Kuo, and K.-M. Hoi. Geneti programming and �nanial trading: How muhabout "what we know". In C. Zopounidis, M. Doumpos, and P. M. Pardalos, editors, Handbook ofFinanial Engineering. Springer, 2007. Forthoming.[CKS02℄ S.-H. Chen, T.-W. Kuo, and Y.-P. Shieh. Geneti programming: A tutorial with the softwaresimple gp. In S.-H. Chen, editor, Geneti Algorithms and Geneti Programming in ComputationalFinane, pages 55�77. Kluwer, 2002.[CN06℄ S.-H. Chen and N. Navet. Pretests for geneti-programming evolved trading programs: zero-intelligene strategies and lottery trading. In Irwin King, Jun Wang, Laiwan Chan, and DeLiang L.Wang, editors, Neural Information Proessing, 13th International Conferene, ICONIP 2006, Pro-eedings, Part III, volume 4234 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 450�460, Hong Kong,China, Otober 3-6 2006. Springer.[CY96℄ S.-H. Chen and C.-H. Yeh. Geneti programming and the e�ient market hypothesis. In GenetiProgramming 1996: Proeedings of the First Annual Conferene, pages 45�53, Stanford University,CA, USA, 28�31 1996. MIT Press.10Typially, the funtion set is omprised of +, -, {*}, /, norm, moving_average, max, min, lag, and, or, not, >, <,if-then-else, true, false.
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